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We Thought You Would Find These 

Articles Interesting . . . 
 

Purpose: Save members time and keep them up to date on interesting articles. 

 

 

• How 2 Brands have Harnessed Brand Journalism  LinkedIn and Red Bull’s content 

marketing strategies are bringing in money. Are yours? Explore some tactics that may 

help your bottom line. 
        Click to Read Full Article 

 

 

• Increase Profits by Creating Closer Customer Connections  Survival of any business in 

the future is going to rely heavily on a closer connection with the customer. Discover 

how to build one. 
        Click to Read Full Article 

 

 

• Engaging Empowered Customers  Here are four keys to closing sales in an era where 

demands for service and convenience are at an all-time high, and target audiences’ 

attention spans are at an all-time low.  
        Click to Read Full Article 

 

 

• Creating a Response Strategy  A cybersecurity incident requires a complex, coordinated 

response, and that in turn requires a well-organized strategy. Here is a list of components 

that need to be in place, along with who should “own” them.  
        Click to Read Full Article 

 

 

• How to Delegate Effectively and  Minimize the Risk  Delegate and you give away your 

authority to make decisions but are still responsible for the outcome if something goes 

wrong. See when delegating makes sense and how to do it effectively.   
        Click to Read Full Article 
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• PR is Sales is Marketing is Advertising  Sales, PR and Marketing are three levers of 

communication that are at their best when they’re working together, but the underlying 

pain points can get in the way. Here’s how to narrow the gap. 
        Click to Read Full Article 

 

 


